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What is MMC?
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Aim of research: Understand how the planning 

system is working for MMC and what planning can 

do to help trigger a market shift

• Approach:

- Understand the exiting planning context – whole process 

including allocation, policy, DM and delivery

- Stakeholder Interviews: RTPI, Homes England, MHCLG, 

GLA, Mark Farmer, Housing Associations, Housing 

developers, Local Authorities

- Review of good practice case studies

Overview
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Partnerships are key to delivery at scale

• Benefit from economies of 

scale, a pipeline is crucial to 

delivery

• Land assembly or partnerships 

with public sector offer 

opportunities
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Swan Nu: Build Modular factory

• Housing Association with own in house developer Nu living

• 6,500 homes pipeline

• 300-400 homes a year in state-of-the-art factory

• Precision engineered

• Fully customisable
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Future of digital planning through mass–customisation? 

• Opportunity to explore mass-customisation through digital 
planning

• Links with custom and self-build
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www.beechwood-nuliving.co.uk
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• Challenge to respond to local labour conditions

• Reduce design ‘tweaking’ 

• Benefits greatest when not amended to look like traditional 

housing

• MMC could reduce planning application determination 

times

• Value of pre-application front –loading

A smoother Development Management process? 
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Time to embrace Planning-led modular

• Planning-led design

• Design quality is crucial

• Planning industry should identify a Design Campion

• Standardisation / Quality Assurance is fundamental to 

ensuring the longevity of the industry

• Value in MMC as a meanwhile use
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• MMC poised to achieve a step change – but we need to get 
it right and planning is a key component in this.

• Planning-led design is a  huge opportunity

• Minor points to overcome in Development Management

• National standards and local design codes likely to be 
critical to success

Conclusions
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Discussion points 

- What role do you think Planning has in facilitating MMC?

- How can we overcome challenges? 


